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A Different Type of Simulation

Many Physically-Based 
Simulations model easily 
observable real world 
phenomena.

Molecular Dynamics 
Simulations model things too 
small for us to observe directly.
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Nanoscale   Fluid   Mechanics
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OUTLINE
1.Introduction 
• Nanoscale  Fluid Mechanics
• Computational Issues

2.Fluid-Solid Interfaces
• Hydrophobicity and Wetting
• The No-slip Boundary Condition

3.Fluids in Nanoscale confined geometries
• Flow motion in nanochannels
• Phase Transitions of water in confined geometries

4.Summary
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Nanoscale  : What is the size ?

~ 40 µm

~ 2 nm

A human hair is about 
20,000 times bigger than 

a nanotube
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Nanotechnology

• Nanotechnology is concerned with  the study and construction of functional 
structures with dimensions in the 1-1000 nanometer range.

•WHY SO MUCH ATTENTION  NOW ? 

–The intellectual allure of constructing matter and molecules one atom at a time 
– new technical capabilities permit creation of materials and devices with 

   significant societal impact.

Nanotechnology is old :

Romans used small particles to get glass 
to color

50nm gold particles make the glass red

Duomo - Milano St. Croce - Florence
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Classes  of  Nanotechnology

1. "Wet" nanotechnology : study of biological systems that exist primarily in aqueous 
environment. 
– The functional nanometer-scale structures of interest here are genetic material, membranes, enzymes and other cellular components. 
– The success of this nanotechnology is amply demonstrated by the existence of living organisms whose form, function, and evolution 

are governed by the interactions of nanometer-scale structures. 

2. "Dry" nanotechnology :  derives from surface science and physical chemistry, focuses on 
fabrication of structures in carbon, silicon, and other inorganic materials. 
– "dry" techniques admit use of metals and semiconductors. The active conduction electrons of these materials make them too reactive 

to operate in a "wet" environment, but these same electrons provide the physical properties that make "dry" nanostructures 
promising as electronic, magnetic, and optical devices. 

– Another objective is to develop "dry" structures that possess some of the same attributes of the self-assembly that the wet ones 
exhibit. 

3. Computational nanotechnology: modeling and simulation of complex nanostructures. 
– The predictive and analytical power of computation is critical to success in nanotechnology: nature required several hundred million 

years to evolve a functional "wet" nanotechnology; the insight provided by computation should allow us to reduce the development 
time of a working "dry" nanotechnology to a few decades, and it will have a major impact on the "wet" side as 
well.    

SOURCE : http://cnst.rice.edu
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Nanoscale  Fluid  Mechanics

What is NFM?
•  Study of fluid (gas, liquid) flow around and inside nanostructures
•  Use carbon nanotube as a “canonical” nanostructure
•  Nanofluidic systems should be treated as molecular liquids, not continuum fluids

NFM’ importance for cellular biology and biotechnology
• Biological organisms are made of 99% water
• Bio-molecules evolve in an aqueous environment
• Gas exchange is essential in aerobic organisms
• Transport of bio-molecules (DNA, proteins) in an aqueous 
• environment remains a poorly understood problem
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Nanotechnology : The Vision
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Nanotechnology : The (half) reality

1. hybridization of target

2. redox indicator

= Co(phen3)3+

–Nucleic acid oligomer tethered to the 
end of a carbon nanotube as a probe for 
specific DNA sequence in tissue sample.  
–Hybridization of probe with target 
sequence detected by electrochemical 
change.
–Each probe is ~10-20 nm wide and   < 1  
µm long. An array of probes used.

NASA-NCI sensor for early cancer 
detection
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Nanoporous surfaces for controlled 
diffusion

   

(T. Desai : Boston U.)

Biocompatible 
encasement

Nanopore membrane

Drug 
reservoir
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Nanoporous surfaces for controlled 
diffusion

   

Source : 
T. Desai , Boston U.

SEM showing : (a) top 
view of C shape 50nm 
annular pores
(b) High magnification 
image of 24.5nm straight 
through nanopore

(a) (b)

SEM showing array of 
parallel nanopores
(each 50µm long and 
50nm wide)
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Nanoscale  Fluid  Mechanics

Study  of fluid flows in nanoscale systems

• (one)MOTIVATION
§Development of Biosensors
– How do Nanoscale Bio-sensors/actuators behave in aqueous 

environments ?

• Example Applications :
§CNT Arrays as artificial stereocillia & DNA separation devices

Thursday, February 14, 13
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Carbon Nanotubes as Biosensors

Artificial Stereocilia

Biomolecules
(DNA, proteins, …)

Carbon 
Nanotubes

Electric Field

Mobility

(Noca, 2000)

CNT as nanoporesCNT arrays for DNA sequencing

(Noca, 1998)
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Nature’s fundamental acoustic sensors found in all hearing

living systems, are located on hair cells in the cochlea.  

Deflection of stereocilia, induced by shear in the 

endolymphatic fluid, generates neural impulses.  

Bundle of stereocilia 
protruding from an 

inner hair cell of the 
guinea-pig cochlea. 
Scale bar: 500 nm 

(Pickles 1988).

In non-hearing organisms (hydra, jellyfish, sea anemones),stereocilia are present as 
mechanoreceptors for swimming prey detection and capture.

Stereocillia

    Stereocilia are also 
found in the lateral 
line of fish for 
water flow 
detection.
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Nano-Fabricated Stereocilia ?

Highly ordered arrays of parallel carbon 
nanotubes were grown by pyrolysis of 
acetylene on cobalt within a hexagonal close-
packed nanochannel alumina template at 650 
°C. Using this method ordered nanotubes 
with diameters from 10 nm to several hundred 
nm and lengths up to 100 µm can be 
produced. 
(from Li et al. 1999,  courtesy Jimmy Xu).
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   ELECTROPHORESIS : Under the influence of an electric field, charged 
molecules and particles migrate in the direction of the electrode bearing 
the opposite charge.

   Substances are traversing a porous medium and are in aqueous solutions.
   Because of their varying charges and masses, different molecules and particles of a mixture will 

migrate at different speeds and will thus be separated in different fractions.

CNT for DNA Sequencing

Agarose gel
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CNTs for DNA Sequencing using 

(from Noca et. al., 2000)
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Scales and Computation
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Carbon Nanotube Applications

Biomolecules
(DNA, proteins, …)

Carbon 
Nanotubes

Electric Field

Mobility

DNA sequencing

Li et al. (1999)

Nanopores

Murata et al. (2000)

Noca et al. (2000)

Pickles (1988)

Artificial stereocilia

500 nm
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Flow around carbon nanotubes
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Does the no-slip boundary condition hold?
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• Results
– 1.25 nm CNT: zero slip length.
– 2.56 nm CNT: O(σCO) slip length. 
– Hydrodynamic forces: within 25% of Stokes-Oseen.
– No influence on slip of onset flow speed and direction.

Water flow around CNTs

1.25 nm

2.50 nm

x,u

y

Ls

ΔU

Slip length (Ls):
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Water flow around CNTs

slip length ~ 0.3nm 

slip length ~ 80 nm 
Slip length 

Slip velocity

*) J. H. Walther, T. Werder, R. L. Jaffe, and P. Koumoutsakos. Hydrodynamic properties of carbon nanotubes. Phys. Rev. 
E, 69:062201-1-062201-4, 2004.

Slip depends on the flow geometry*
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• Modeling the motion of a complex molecule by 
solving the wave functions of the various 
subatomic particles would be accurate…

Why Not Quantum Mechanics?

• But it would also be very hard to program and 
take more computing power than anyone has!

Thursday, February 14, 13



Comp. Fluid Dynamics
Navier-Stokes Equation

5123 grid 
m/s

Computational methods for the nanoscale

Quantum Chemistry
Schrödinger Equation

10-100 atoms 
pm/ps

Molecular Dynamics
Newtons Equation

105 water molecules
nm/ns

Model Example Scales

Multiscale simulations
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Classical Mechanics

Instead of using Quantum mechanics, we can 
use classical Newtonian mechanics to model our 
system.

This is a simplification of what is actually going 
on, and is therefore less accurate.

To alleviate this problem, we use numbers 
derived from QM and experiments for the 
constants in our classical equations. 
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Why use molecular dynamics?

•MD is a sampling method. But there are other sampling methods like 
MonteCarlo (MC). So why use MD?

•MD gives you DYNAMICS. Other methods can give you the ensemble 
(smeared picture), but MD gives you a movie.

•Dynamics are important because many (Biological, Engineering) systems 
are compartmentalized and are FAR FROM EQUILIBRIUM. 

•From a small molecule’s standpoint, it doesn’t matter what the list of potential structures 
of a nanosystem are.  Instead the molecule cares about the nanosystems structures over 
the time it can diffusively sample (about a nsec). And can the molecule influence the 
dynamics during its contact time?

•Consider highway traffic at rush hour, midday and at 2 in the morning.  The average 
(ensemble) picture of the two doesn’t help the poor frog trying to get across the highway.
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Atomic Detail Computer Simulation

Model System

Molecular Mechanics Potential

Energy Surface  → 
Exploration by Simulation..

© Jeremy Smith
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Molecular Modeling

For each atom in every molecule, we need:

Position (r)

Momentum (m + v)

Charge (q)

Bond information (which atoms, bond angles, 
etc.)
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From Potential to Movement

   To run the simulation, we 
need the force on each 
particle.

   We use the gradient of the 
potential energy 
function.

   Now we can find the 
acceleration.
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     A single atom will be affected by the potential 
energy functions of every atom in the system:

Bonded Neighbors

Non-Bonded Atoms (either other atoms in the 
same molecule, or atoms from different molecules)

What is the Potential?
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Dynamics of the N-body problem

Newton’s equations of motion

with

and we define the total and kinetic energy as

 
mi
d 2 xi
dt 2

=

Fi = −∇ xiV (

x1,...,
xN )

 

mi mass of particle i
xi position of particle i
vi velocity of particle i

Fi force on particle i
∇ xi gradient with respect to position of particle i

 

E(x1,...,
xN ,
v1,...,

vN ) = Ekin (
v1,...,

vN )+V (
x1,...,

xN )

Ekin (
v1,...,

vN ) =
mi

2
vi
2

i
∑
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Examples of the N-body problem

Determine the properties of a system of N classical (point) 
particles interacting with a (typically 2-body) interaction:

Coulomb: qi is the charge of particle i

Gravity: mi is the mass of particle i

Lennard Jones (van-der-Waals and hard-core)

 

V (x1,...,
xN ) = Vij

i< j
∑ (rij ) =

1
2

Vij
i≠ j
∑ (rij )

where rij =| xi −
x j |

Vij (r) =
qiqj
r

Vij (r) = −G
mimj

r

Vij (r) = 4ε ij
σ ij

r
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

12

−
σ ij

r
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

6⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
= ε ij

rm,ij
r

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

12

− 2
rm,ij
r

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

6⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
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Non-Bonded Atoms

There are two potential functions we need to be 
concerned about between non-bonded atoms:

van der Waals Potential

Electrostatic Potential
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The van der Waals Potential

Atoms with no net electrostatic charge will still 
tend to attract each other at short distances, as 
long as they don’t get too close.

Once the atoms are close enough to have 
overlapping electron clouds, they will repel each 
other with astounding force
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The van der Waals Potential

   One of the most widely used functions for the van 
der Waals potential is the Lennard-Jones.  It is a 
compromise between accuracy and computability.
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The van der Waals Potential

  The Constants A and C depend on the atom types, and 
are derived from experimental data.  
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The Lennard-Jones interaction potential

Core-Core repulsion Dispersion force
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Interactions are local

cutoff
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Lennard-Jones: cutting-off the potential

impose V=0 from 
here on

this distance is called cutoff
Thursday, February 14, 13
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The Electrostatic Potential

Opposite Charges Attract

Like Charges Repel

The force of the attraction is inversely 
proportional to the square of the distance
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Coulomb’s Law
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The Non-Bonded Potential

Combine the LJ and 

Electrostatic Potentials
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Bonded Atoms

There are three types of 
interaction between 
bonded atoms:

• Stretching along the bond
• Bending between bonds
• Rotating around bonds
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Bond Length Potentials

Both the spring constant and 
the ideal bond length are 
dependent on the atoms 
involved.
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Bond Angle Potentials

The spring constant and the 
ideal angle are also 
dependent on the 
chemical type of the 
atoms.
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Torsional Potentials

Described by a dihedral 
angle and coefficient of 
symmetry (n=1,2,3), 
around the middle 
bond.
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Molecular Dynamics of CNT-Water

• The CNT/graphite potential
C – C Lennard-Jones
bond, angle, and torsion terms
(often rigid)

• The water potential
O – O Lennard-Jones 
O – O, O – H Coulomb
SPC/E : Rigid bonds
SPCF   : O – H bond, H – O – H angle 

+-
-

-
-

+

• The carbon-water potential
C – O  Lennard-Jones
(C – H  Lennard-Jones)

m
d2x

dt2
= F= �⇥V (x)
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Potentials
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Radius 

Time (ps)

Carbon Nanotube Potentials 

Lennard Jones + Morse Stretching + Bending
 + Torsion

VALIDATION : Breathing frequency of computations within 2% of experimental results 
(Duesberg et al.)  and ab -initio calculations (Kuerti, Sanchez-Portal et al.) 
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Water  Potentials 

Intermolecular : Flexible SPC water model by Teleman et al. 

VALIDATION : Properties such as diffusion coefficients, etc of water in subcritical and 
supercritical conditions are in good agreement with experiments

Intramolecular : Coulomb + Lennard Jones
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Carbon - Water  Potentials 

LJ Interactions  for C-O

VALIDATION : Comparison with experimental results and quantum computations

Quadrapule CNT-water interactions 
(attraction of H-repulsion of O to/from CNT)
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I. Single CNT immersed in water

Radial distance

R
ed

uc
ed

 

de
ns

ity

oxygen

hydrogen

•Results indicate disruption of H-bonds in water and a preferred orientation of water molecules near 
the CNT (consistent with experiments in water-graphite)

•No effects of water in breathing frequencies of CNT’s

•Surface energy in water-CNT is close to the surface energy of water-vapor

•Introducing a CNT into water is energetically unfavorable.

(Walther et al. J. Phys. Chem. B 2001, 105,9980)
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II. Hydration of carbon nanotubes

Hydrophobic forces 
are important for the 
self assembly of arrays of 
free CNT's. 

tu
be

 sp
ac

in
g 

[Å
]

time [ps]

CNT's (of 2-5 Å ) with
spacing < 12 Å exhibit 
step-wise “drying” with  
timescale of ~10 ps
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IV. Water-droplets inside CNT’s

•Experiments (Y. Gogotsi & D. Megaridis) observe WETTING  of CNT’s by a solute 
 (85% H2O, 10% CH4, , 5% CO2) (similar behaviour by Dujardin, Ebbesen)

•Simulations demonstrate NON-WETTING behaviour
  even when certain potential   parameters are changed by ± 20 %.

  NOTE : Simulations indicate that MWCNT are more wetting than SWCNT
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Contact Angles of Water Droplets in CNT

•ALL Experiments which  observe WETTING  of CNT’s are NOT for pure water and 
 pristine CNT (Luna et. al. Observe drastic changes in CA when impurities are present)

•BUT Ugarte has observed reverse-capillarity in CNT’s (only CNT’s with tubes larger than 4nm are filled 
by molten silver nitrate) : This is consistent with a hydrophobic behaviour and the related non-wetting 
angles.

•Simulations 
indicate  a contact 
angle of 103o-130o

•This is in contrast 
to the experimental 
results by Dujardin, 
Gogotsi, Luna and 
their coworkers.
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Experiments vs. Computations

• KEY ISSUES  

– Initial  Conditions
– Purity of substances as compared to simulations
– Time scales

• EXPERIMENTS
– Measured Contact angles of water droplets on graphite
– Other ?
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F. Noca - JPL - (private 

communication)

Experimental value for Contact angle is believed to be: 86°  
(Fowkes 1940, Boyd et al. 1942)

nDifficulties obtaining clean, defect-free surfaces and pure water
nGraphite is known to be hydrophobic and CNT’s aggregate in solution
 BUT surface roughness and impurities affect experimental results.
nAggressive cleaning of surface leads to less hydrophobic surface (Schrader, 1980)
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Wetting angle and Transport

During formation of microfluidic channels : angle between the drop and the slide. Is the contact angle wide (small 
attraction to the slide) or narrow (large attraction to the slide) ?

The hydrophobicity of the functionalized surface makes it possible to drag water droplets across that surface.
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Prior Modeling of Nanotube-Water Interactions

• Modeling of nanotube-water interactions is sensitive to strength of 
interaction potential used
– Previous studies yield both complete wetting and non-wetting
– No accurate experimental data exist for the binding energy of a water molecule on a 

carbon surface
– Quantum chemistry calculations overestimate this binding (would predict complete 

wetting)

• Previous models based water-carbon interaction on experimental 
adsorption isotherms for CO on porous carbon. 

Need to calibrate this potential  so simulations will have 
predictive value
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MD Modeling

Authors LJ C-O LJ C-H ΔΕ [kJ/mol]

Markovic (1999) + + -12.6

Gordillo (2000) + + -9.9

Hummer (2001) + - -8.3

Noon (2002) + + -21.0

Werder et. al. 
(2003)

+ - -7.1

• Water-carbon interaction in the literature 
     (DE : binding energy of water monomer over two graphite layers):

– Additional carbon-hydrogen Lennard-Jones term.
– Additional induced electrostatic interactions (dipole/quadrupole).
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Computational Methods

• MD simulations 
– using FASTTUBE (code developed at 

ETHZ)
– dt = 2 fs for rigid water
– 5 ns trajectory

• SPC/E water & C-O Lennard-Jones 
potential

• Standard droplet of 2000 water 
molecules

Start End
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Determining the Contact Angle

 (Werder et al. Nano Lett. 2001, 1, 697)

• Method of Ruijter et al.
• Average over trajectory and divide water into 

radial bins
– Disregard the  8 Å interfacial layer
– For bin densities 0.5-1.1 g cm-3

• Contact angle from circular fit of bin positions  
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Water Droplets on Graphite (cont.)

• The water-carbon interaction potentials used in the literature yield 
   different wetting behaviors.
• Contact angle and water binding energy (DE) vary linearly with L-J potential well depth 

(e)

• To obtain the  experimental contact angle of 86° eCO= 0.392 kJ mol-1  (Werder et al. 2003, J. Physical 
Chemistry B)

120°

90°

60°

Binding Energy ΔΕ 

c

non-wetting

wetting
Gordillo et al.

Hummer et al.

present study

Contact 
angle Experiment

86°
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Effect of Droplet Size

• Linear relationship between CA and inverse radius
Droplets of 1000 (5,13,9), 2000(1,14,10), 4000(6,15,11), 8379, 
(7,16,12), to to 17576(8) water molecules - 

And eCO= 0.44 kJ mol-1 (squares), 0.31 kJ mol-1 (circles) , 0.19 kJ mol-1 (diamonds)

• Shift in CA from to 2000-water drop to bulk is -7.9o
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Calibrated Carbon-Water Potential

• C-O Lennard-Jones parameters from the present study:
– s = 3.19 Å and e = 0.392 kJ/mol
– Valid for the SPC/E water model

• Binding energy of a water molecule on graphite is 6.33 kJ/mol (1.51 kcal/
mol or 65.6 meV)
– Value is about 33% of water dimer binding energy
– Binding energy range in previous studies is 5.2-16.5 kJ/mol

• Complete wetting (zero CA) occurs for DE > 12.8 kJ/mol

 (Werder et al. J. Phys. Chem. B 2003, 107, 1345)
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Droplet Density

Radial Density Profile Density Isochores

•Consistent with previous studies of water-carbon and water-
 vacuum interfaces
•Loss of 1 H-bond in 1 Å-thick water-graphite interfacial layer
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Validation from First Principles

• Motivation:
– Ab-initio simulations are parameter independent
– Validation on further properties desirable

• Methods:
– MP2, full Configuration Interaction, Coupled Cluster
– Density functional theory (DFT)

• Problems:
– Computational cost, restricted system size
– Sensitivity to computational approach

• Approach:
– DFT, validation with small systems
– Extension to larger systems
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Dispersion Forces and DFT

• Standard DFT-functionals
– Correct representation of repulsive contributions
– Correct representation of electrostatic interaction

– But: do not account for dispersive interaction 
 (London forces)

• Approach :
– Use correction term based on quantum mechanical calculation to correct 

for missing contribution (Mavroyiannis, 1962)
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General Formalism

•                       : London type interaction  

•                       : Damping function

n = geometry dependent parameter
Damping function prevents unphysical cusp at r=0
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Water - Benzene Calculations

• Elaborate Potentials available
• MP2 Calculations possible
• Prototype system for water-

aromatic interaction
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Geometry dependent results
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Summary  : On Potentials

• We have calibrated the strength of the carbon-water interaction by matching 
the measured contact angle for macroscopic water droplets on graphite 
surfaces

– Our recommended Lennard-Jones C-O parameters yield a water binding energy of 6.33 kJ/mol

– Potentials used by  Gordillo (2000), Walther (2001), Hummer (2001) and Koga (2001) are in reasonable 
agreement with our recommendations

– Potentials used by Markovic (1999) and Noon (2002) have overly strong water-carbon interactions and result 
in excessive wetting

• Use of our recommended potential parameters enable MD simulations of 
graphite and nanotubes in water to have predictive capabilities.
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Fluids in Confined Geometries

Experiments have demonstrated that fluid properties 
become drastically altered when the separation 
between solid surfaces approaches the atomic scale 
(Chan:1985,Gee:1990).

In the case of water, drying transitions occur on this 
scale as a result of strong hydrogen-bonding between 
water molecules, which can cause the liquid to recede 
from nonpolar surfaces and form  distinct layers 
separating the bulk phase from the surface (Granick:
1991).

Snapshots of quenched molecular coordinates. a, Square; b, pentagonal; c,
hexagonal ice nanotubes in (14,14), (15,15) and (16,16) SWCNs; d to f, the corresponding
liquid phases. The ice nanotubes were formed on cooling under an axial pressure of
50MPa in molecular dynamics simulations. The nearest-neighbour distances in both ice
nanotube and encapsulated liquid water are fairly constant, about 2.7 to 2.8 ° A, and this
is in part responsible for the novel phase behaviour. From : Koga et. Al. 2002 
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Multiphase Flow of Water in CNT

NEMD of the multiphase flow of water and 
a water-nitrogen mixture inside carbon 
nanotubes show :

• layering of liquid water  into distinct liquid-vapour 
layers close to the walls of the carbon nanotube.

•The slip length of the flow is found to increase with  
  increasing diameters of  the carbon nanotube

•A decrease in the wall shear stress.
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Multiphase Flow of Water in CNT

T = 300 K T = 500 K
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Multiphase Flow of Water in CNT

T = 300 K
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Water/Ion Transport in Carbon Nanotubes

Murata et al., Nature, 2000
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• Carbon nanotubes model nano pores
• Topology of openings influence behavior
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Murata et al., Nature, 2000

Water Transport through CNT’s
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Murata et al., Nature, 2000

Water Transport through CNT’s
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Water inside Carbon Nanotubes (I)

Murata et al. (2000), Nature.

• Potential augmented by curvature-induced static dipole moment

Hummer et al. (2001), 
Nature.

Zimmerli et al., (2004),  
Unpublished.

Dumitrica et al., (2001), 
Chem. Phys. Let. 360,

Werder et al. (2001), Nano Lett. .
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Water inside Carbon Nanotubes (II)

Influence of µ on the contact angle of water in a (64,0) CNT:
• Dipole moment: µ = 0.033 D.
• Dipole is modeled as pair of discrete charges 
 to allow Ewald summations (SPME).
• MWCNT: nearly additive µ.

Results:
µeff Tube Water Coulomb εCO CA

0.0 flexible SPC/F cutoff 0.3155 112o

0.0 rigid SPC/F cutoff 0.3155 112o

0.0 rigid SPC/E cutoff 0.3155 109o

0.0 rigid SPC/E cutoff 0.2930 98o

0.0 rigid SPC/E SPME 0.2930 95o

1µ rigid SPC/E SPME 0.2930 95o

10µ rigid SPC/E SPME 0.2930 96o

1µ rigid SPC/E cutoff 0.2930 95o

10µ rigid SPC/E cutoff 0.2930 63o

R δ δ

+qd -qd
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µeff=100 µ 

CA = 80o

Double walled
carbon nanotube 
(60,0) + (72,0):

Water inside Carbon Nanotubes (III)

µeff Coulomb CA

0.0 cutoff 86o

0.0 SPME 86o

1µ SPME 89o

2µ SPME 87o

10µ SPME 85o

r (nm)

D
en

si
ty

 k
g/

m
3

Single walled carbon nanotube - structure:
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Water inside Carbon Nanotubes (IV)

Influence of µ on filling/emptying of narrow carbon nanotubes:

Hummer et al. (2001), 
Nature.

Zimmerli et al. (2004), Mol. Sim. 

µ = 0.0D (cutoff)

µ = 0.0D (SPME)

µ = 0.2D (cutoff)

µ = 0.2D (SPME)
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Water inside Carbon Nanotubes (V)

Change in orientation of waters due to static dipole
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“L defect” 
(Dellago et al (2003), Phys Rev. Lett, 90)
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Some  Comments

• Impurities:
– Ionic solutions: 

• Ab-initio potentials for K, Cl and graphite.
• Weak effect on the contact angle.

– Surface impurities:
• Hydrogen dopled surface: strong effect on wetting.

• Static dipole moment:
– Negligible effect on medium to large carbon nanotubes
– Strong effect of the filling/emptying of narrow carbon nanotubes.
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The no-slip? boundary condition

Experimental evidence of a slip velocity or slip length (b):
❐ at hydrophobic interfaces : b = 30 – 40 nm 
  (Helmholz & Piotrowsky 1860; Churaev et al. 1984; Baudry et al. 2001)
❐ at hydrophilic interfaces : b = 8 – 9 nm 
  (Bonaccurso et al. 2002)

U

y

b

Slip 

velocity
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Nano-Couette Flow

Wetting properties are important:
– 33 nm (50% increased C-O interaction) vs. 14 nm (100% increased C-O interaction)

100 m/s (0.1 nm/ps) wall Velocity -  Rigid (adabatic graphite walls, 
SPC/E water and LJ C-O interaction, Simulation time: 6 ns.)

Significant slip:
n30 nm (1000 bar)  and 60 nm (10 bar)
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Flat (graphite) Plate Flow

200 m/s (0.2 nm/ps) wall Velocity -  Rigid (adabatic graphite walls,  SPC/E water and LJ C-O interaction,  
Simulation time: 0.1 ns.
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Flat (graphite) Plate Flow

Slip  Length :  b ~ 2 nm
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NEMD flow  past arrays of CNT’s

• Negligible slip for both 1.25 and 2.50 nm diameter tubes.

• The drag coefficients on the arrays are :
– 134 ± 20    vs. 112 (Stokes-Oseen solution) (1.25 nm CNTs)  
–   85 ± 20    vs.  81 (Stokes-Oseen solution) (2.50 nm CNTs)

Flow velocity  : 15 to 400 m/sec , (M ~ 0.01 - 0.3)
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Timescale Limitations

•Protein Folding - milliseconds/seconds 
(10-3-1s)
•Ligand Binding - micro/milliseconds 
(10-6-10-3 s)
•Enzyme catalysis - micro/milliseconds 
(10-6-10-3 s)
•Conformational transitions - pico/
nanoseconds (10-12-10-9 s)
•Collective  vibrations -
1 picosecond (10-12 s)
•Bond vibrations - 
1 femtosecond (10-15 s)
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Timescale Limitations

Molecular dynamics:
Integration timestep - 1 fs, set 
by fastest varying force.

Accessible timescale: about 10 
nanoseconds.
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Cutting Corners

SHAKE, Schlick 12.5

MTS, Schlick 13.3

PME, Schlick 9.4
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Input files for MD simulation

•A starting structure (.pdb)

•A description of structural connections and atom types (.psf)

•A force field (.par) for the atom types (charmm, gromacs, amber, etc)

•An input script for the MD program (.conf)
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Input Files: PDB

 atomic structures
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Integration Algorithms

Forces like the LJ potential have powers of 12, which 
would make Euler horribly unstable (even worse than 
usual)

RK and Midpoint algorithms would seem to help

However, force calculations are extremely expensive, 
and RK and Midpoint require multiple force 
calculations per timestep
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Integration Algorithms

Using RK is justifiable in other circumstances, because it 
allows you to take larger timesteps (two force 
calculations allowing you to more than double the 
timestep)

This is normally not achievable in MD simulations, 
because the forces are very rapidly changing non-linear 
functions.

We need an algorithm with the stability benefits of RK 
without the cost of extra force calculations!
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Verlet Algorithm

Pros:

Simple & Effective

Low Memory & CPU Requirements (don’t need to store 
velocities or perform multiple force calculations)

Time Reversible

Very stable even with large numbers of interacting particles

Cons:

Not as accurate as RK

We never calculate velocities! 
(when would we need them?)
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Obtaining Velocities

We can estimate the velocities using a finite difference:

This has a second order error, while our algorithm has a fourth 
order error

There are variations of the Verlet algorithm, such as the 
leapfrog algorithm, which seek to improve velocity estimations. 
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Periodic Boundary Conditions

• Simulate a segment of 
molecules in a larger solution 
by having repeatable regions

• Potential calculations are run 
only on each atom’s closest 
counterpart in the 27 cubes

• When an atom moves off the 
edge, it reappears on the 
other side (like in asteroids)
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Cutoff Methods

Ideally, every atom should interact with every 
other atom

This creates a force calculation algorithm of 
quadratic order

We may be able to ignore atoms at large distances 
from each other without suffering too much loss 
of accuracy 
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Cutoff Methods

Truncation – cuts off 
calculation at a 
predefined distance

Shift – alters the entire 
function as to be zero 
at the cutoff distance

Switch – begins 
tapering to zero as the 
function approaches 
the cutoff distance
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Resources

Books

Tamar Schlick Molecular Modeling and Simulation: An Interdisciplinary Guide 2002

Alan Hinchliffe Molecular Modelling for Beginners 2003

D. C. Rapaport The Art of Molecular Dynamics Simulation. 2004 

Daan Frenkel, B. Smit Understanding Molecular Simulation 2001

Websites

• Molecular Dynamics Tutorial at EMBnet
http://www.ch.embnet.org/MD_tutorial/index.html 

• Theoretical and Computational Biophysics Group at UIUC (home of VMD and NAMD)
http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/
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Ergodicity

The long-time average of the dynamics is the same as the the ensemble 
average

The weights depend on the ensemble
integration of the equations of motion conserves energy: microcanonical ensemble 
where all states with the right energy have the same weight

at fixed temperature we get the canonical ensemble with Boltzmann weights

as N goes to infinity both ensembles give the same result

 

lim
T→∞

1
T

d
0

T

∫ tA(t) =
dx1dxN d

v1dvNA(
x1,...,

xN )w(
x1,...,

xN ,
v1,...,

vN )∫
∫ dx1dxNd

v1dvNw(
x1,...,

xN ,
v1,...,

vN )

 w(
x1,...,

xN ,
v1,...,

vN ) = δ (E(
x1,...,

xN ,
v1,...,

vN )− Etot )

 w(
x1,...,

xN ,
v1,...,

vN ) = exp(−βE(
x1,...,

xN ,
v1,...,

vN ))
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Integrating out the motion

The Boltzmann weight factorizes into a potential and a kinetic part

This allows us to integrate out the motion in the canonical ensemble

 

〈A〉 =
dx1dxN d

v1dvNA(
x1,...,

xN )w(
x1,...,

xN ,
v1,...,

vN )∫
dx1dxN d

v1dvNw(
x1,...,

xN ,
v1,...,

vN )∫

=
dx1dxNA(

x1,...,
xN )exp(−βV (

x1,...,
xN ))∫ dv1dvN exp(−βEkin (

v1,...,
vN ))∫

dx1dxNAexp(−βV (
x1,...,

xN ))∫ dv1dvN exp(−βEkin (
v1,...,

vN ))∫

=
dx1dxNA(

x1,...,
xN )exp(−βV (

x1,...,
xN ))∫

dx1dxNAexp(−βV (
x1,...,

xN ))∫

 

w(x1,...,
xN ,
v1,...,

vN ) = exp(−βE(
x1,...,

xN ,
v1,...,

vN ))
= exp(−βV (x1,...,

xN ))exp(−βEkin (
v1,...,

vN ))
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Life without a temperature bath.

•Consider an isolated system.  Define starting position (q) and momenta (p) 
for all atoms. Total energy (Hamiltonian, H) is given by H(q,p)=U(q)+K(p), 
where U(q) is the potential energy and K(p) is the kinetic energy.

•Without a temperature bath, the total energy is fixed (conserved).  The 
system can only exchange energy between U and K. 

•Remember, stable systems, U<0.  So, we can lift the system to higher 
potential energy (U moves closer to zero) but to do so K must drop.

•Also, the system is isolated, there is no friction, no energy dissipation, H is 
CONSERVED.

•The system can only sample a very limited combination of (q,p)--those 
where H is constant.  The set of (q,p) is called the microcannonical 
ensemble.
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Life with a temperature bath.

•A temperature bath tries to keep the system at constant temperature or K. 
•H is not conserved.  Now, as the system falls down into a more stable state 
(lower potential energy), the temperature bath steals the extra K.

•Conversely, if the system moves into a higher (less favorable) U (exchanging K 
for U and thus cooling off), the temperature bath gives a heat “boost” to restore 
K.  H is not conserved and is time dependent.

•The system samples a potential energy U with probability ~ exp(-U/kT).

•The protein now samples a much larger set of (q,p).  The (q,p) set is called the 
canonical ensemble.

•The fluctuations in the tail of the H distribution are critical, because large H’s 
and U’s get you OVER energy barriers which means you get chemical kinetics.
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Integrating the N-body problem in time

Newton’s equation of motion is just a system of coupled ordinary 
differential equations

A fast and popular integrator is the Verlet algorithm

Higher order in the positions than the velocities, but we care more about 
the positions

 

dxi
dt

=
vi

dvi
dt

=
ai =

1
mi


Fi = −

1
mi

∇ xiV (
x1,...,

xN )

 

xi (t + Δt) =
xi (t)+

vi (t)Δt +
(Δt)2

2
ai (t)+O(Δt

3)

vi (t + Δt) =
vi (t)+

Δt
2
(ai (t)+

ai (t + Δt))+O(Δt
2 )
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Initial conditions

How do we find an appropriate initial condition with fixed energy?
Place the particles in an appropriate way

how depends on the problem at hand: random or in a crystal
calculate the potential energy

Choose random velocities, e.g. in a Gaussian distribution
calculate the kinetic energy

Then rescale the velocities to obtain the desired energy

During the run rescale the rescale the velocities from time to 
time to correct for roundoff errors

 Epot =V (
x1,...,

xN )

 
Ekin (
v1,...,

vN ) =
mi

2
vi
2

i
∑

 

Epot + λ
2Ekin = Etot ⇒λ =

Etot − Epot

Ekin
vi ←λ

vi
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Constant temperature

Temperature is just the mean kinetic energy
G is the number of kinetic degrees of freedom
G=d for point particles in d dimensions

To change the ensemble from constant energy to constant temperature 
we use a “thermostat”, e.g. the Nosé-Hoover thermostat

add a friction term to the acceleration

the friction term heats up or cools down the motion to keep the desired 
temperature

choose ms to have a fast relaxation without oscillations

〈Ekin 〉 =
G
2
kBT

 
mi
dvi
dt

=

Fi −η

vi

dη
dt

=
1
ms

Ekin −
G
2
kBT

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
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Boundary conditions

Open system with no boundaries
useful for bound systems (gravity, crystal)
useless for a gas, which will just fly apart

Hard walls
particles get reflected at the boundaries
needs check whether particles cross the boundary

Periodic boundary conditions
particles exiting on one side reenter on the opposite
needs check whether particles cross the boundary
need to be careful in calculating distances (see next slide)
advantage: no boundary effects (but still finite size effects)
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Imagine that the system is infinitely repeated

Short range forces: pick nearest periodic image

Force calculation with periodic boundaries
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Imagine that the system is infinitely repeated

Long range forces: sum over all periodic images

Force calculation with periodic boundaries
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Ewald summation

We have an infinite sum for long-range forces, e.g. for Coulomb (or gravity)

The sum converges very slowly and cannot easily be truncated
Ewald summation: rewrite it as a sum of two rapidly converging sums

a short range part summed in real space
a complementary long range part summed in Fourier space

 

Vij (
r = xi −

x j ) =
qiqj

| rn −
r |i

∑
n
∑ ,

n  is an integer-valued vector enumerating the repeated images
rnis the vector from the origin of the original cell to the image n

 

Vij (
r ) = qiqj

erfc(α | rn −
r |)

| rn −
r |n

∑ +
1
πL

exp −π | h |2

αL2

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
cos 2π

L

h ⋅ r⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

h≠0
∑

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟

L  is the linear extent of the simulation volume

h  is an integer-valued vector in reciprocal space
α  is a free parameter that can be tuned to make both sums converge fast
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Short range versus long range

Long range forces require lots of calculation! 

N2 x (big constant)

Short range is much faster!

What is the complexity?

When is a force short range?

of course when it is finite range! 

But also infinite range if it decays rapidly. We want the truncation on the 

potential to be small:

For power law decay this implies:
 

V (r )dr Rc→∞⎯ →⎯⎯
|r |>Rc
∫∫∫ 0

 

V (r)∝ r−a

V (r )dr ∝
Rc

∞

∫ r−ard−1 dr ∝ rd−a Rc→∞⎯ →⎯⎯
|r |>Rc
∫∫∫ 0⇒ a > d
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We want to truncate
Increase the amount of negligible interactions 
=> save computational time

Complexity of evaluating the forces
O(N2) if all pairs are taken into account
Less than O(N2) if only nearby particles are considered 

Truncation of the LJ potential
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Impose V=0 
from here on

Truncation of the LJ potential

this distance is the cutoff, e.g. 2.5
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Truncation leads to some issues
Potential truncated at e.g. 
(  rc  is the cutoff-distance )
Offset in the potential is  

➡Jump discontinuity
✓Fix: shift the potential upward, in order to cancel the offset:

rc = 2.5�

VLJ(rc) = � 1
61.3"

Truncation of the LJ potential
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Illustrative example

cutoff
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Domain subdivision into cells

L = cutoff

Domain subdivision in cells: 
• Cell size is the cutoff
• Cells contain particles

 
(or particle indices?)

Particles:
• Spread into the cells 

according to their position
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Computing the force on one particle

Evaluation of the forces on a particle:

take into account only particles in the
cell and the local cells neighboring it

Cost of computing N forces in 2D:
 c = N/m, m cells
Assume constant c
Complexity is 9 c N
Algorithmic improvement N2/(9 c N) = N/(9 c)

local cells
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A molecular dynamics code

In the next exercise you will write a molecular dynamics code for the 
N-body problem

Similar structure to the Monte Carlo code with Metropolis algorithm but now we 
use the Verlet algorithm to update particle positions
Use cell lists to speed up the calculation from O(N2) -> O(N)
(the same trick can be used for Monte Carlo simulations)

Think about how you will parallelize the code (OpenMP, threads)

How do you calculate errors on averages?

But first optimize the calculation of the Lennard Jones force

inverses are expensive

calculating powers is expensive

calculating square roots is very expensive

who writes the fastest single-threaded code?
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Creating cell lists

There are many ways of implementing cell lists. What do you prefer?

Suggestion A
1. For each cell create a container of particles in this cell.

1.1. question: shall we use a linked list, a vector, or something else?
1.2.question: shall we put the particles or the pointers/indices into the container?

2. Iterate over all particles and put it into the the cell it belongs to.

Suggestion B
1. Calculate the cell index for each particle and store it with the particles
2. Sort the particles by cell index. 

2.1. question: how shall we enumerate the cells?
2.2. question: is there an optimal way?

3. For each cell store a pointer or index to the first and last particle
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Cell lists

L = cutoff

Partition the domain in cells:

• Cells have the size of the cutoff

• Cells contain set of particles

Particles:

• are distributed into cells 

• according to their position
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Computing the force acting 
To compute the force:

Iterate over local cells

consider only local particles

Cost of computing n forces:

 assume c constant

 c = N/m, m cells

 cost = 9*c*N

 cell list are N*N/(9*c*N) = N/(9*c) times faster than the original algorithm

local cells
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Creating cell lists

There are many ways of implementing cell lists. What do you prefer?

Suggestion A
1. For each cell create a container of particles in this cell.

1.1. question: shall we use a linked list, a vector, or something else?
1.2.question: shall we put the particles or the pointers/indices into the container?

2. Iterate over all particles and put it into the the cell it belongs to.

Suggestion B
1. Calculate the cell index for each particle and store it with the particles
2. Sort the particles by cell index. 

2.1. question: how shall we enumerate the cells?
2.2. question: is there an optimal way?

3. For each cell store a pointer or index to the first and last particle
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Linked Lists

HOW TO FIND THE PARTICLE NEAREST 
NEIGHBORS ?

Sort the coordinate addresses instead of the 
coordinates themselves.

Introduce the linked list array LL. 

•HOC(q) is the head of chain entry for chaining.
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Linked Lists

Set HOC(q) = 0 for all q.

Do for all particles i

  a) Locate cell containing particle  
     q := INT(x1/dx1,  x2/dx2 ,  x3/dx3)

  b) Add particle (i) to head of list for cell q.

     LL(i)  = HOC(q)

     HOC(q) = i 

•  Algorithm for sorting coordinates into lists for each chaining cell by 
means of address sorting :
• HOC(q) is the head of chain entry for chaining.

• LL(i) is the link coordinate for particle i.
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Some Observations on Linked 

•Once the HOC and LL tables have been filled a zero 
entry in HOC(q) indicates no particles in chaining cell 
q. 

• A nonzero entry gives the address of the coordinates 
of the first particle in the list. 

• The link coordinate (LL) of a particle either gives the 
address of the coordinates of the next particle in the 
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Some Observations on cell 
Using cell lists:

• create cell lists at the beginning of every step

• creation of cell lists is not necessarily cheap

Exploit coherence in the particle positions:

• assume that the particles do not move too much between steps

• keep the old cell list (from the previous step)

• “refresh it”: if a particle moved out from a cell list:

• erase it from the old cell 

• put it in the new one
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Data reduction and analysis

MD runs, by virtue of temperature coupling are stochastic.

• One can calculate average trajectories by summing over multiple runs to get 
an AVERAGE TRAJECTORY. This gives information on non-equilibrium 

systems.

• More commonly, one calculates average properties within a single run. IFF 
the MD run has sampled the entire configurational phase space ( is ergodic), 
then the time average = ensemble average.  One recovers an ENSEMBLE 
AVERAGE.  Ensemble properties of interest include: thermodynamic state 

functions: free energy (partition function), entropy, enthalpy
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Data reduction and analysis

Averaging is done by constructing a correlation matrix, where

• Off-diagonal terms give correlations between atoms.

And 

• Diagonal elements give an average property of an atom. (ex: 
the RMSD of a residue).  RMSD from MD can be compared to 
B-factors from X-ray chrystallography, H/D protection factors 
from NMR data, and order parameters from NMR, EPR, or 

fluorescence.
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RMSD
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

MD – energies

energies: kinetic and potential
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

MD – sampling a local basin
exploring conformations
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Biased MD – jumping barriers

exploring conformations
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Biased MD

exploring conformations

MD simulations are generally bad at sampling phase space.

To cover configurational phase space, one needs to be able to do two things well: explore 
canyons and jump over energy barriers.  Biased MD algorithms have been devised to 
overcome these deficiencies.

•Explore canyons - accelerated collective motions (ACM) T4 lysozyme example.

•Jump over energy barriers - steered MD (SMD). phosphate release from actin example.

Advanced Topic

Thursday, February 14, 13
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MD Simulations 
at 1µm CNTs
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of the pore shrink, the mean free path (l)
becomes larger than the channel dimensions
(d) and the transport enters the molecular
flow regime. In such situations, where particle-

surface collisions dominate over particle-particle
collisions, the Knudsen diffusion model (17)
is frequently applied. Indeed, our pore geom-
etries are characterized by Knudsen num-

bers (l/d) of 10 to 70, which places them
well into the free molecular transport regime.
However, the flux measured through our mem-
branes exceeded the flux predicted by the
Knudsen model (18) by at least one to two
orders of magnitude (Table 2). By compari-
son, a polycarbonate membrane (Nucleopore,
Osmonics Inc.) revealed just a slight enhance-
ment in flux. The single largest uncertainty in
quantifying the flux through our membrane
pores lies in determination of the active pore
density (i.e., those nanotubes that are open and
spanning the membrane). A pore density esti-
mate of 2.5 ! 1011 cmj2 was derived from the
plan-view TEM images of the DWNT mem-
brane (Fig. 2, C to E), and the enhancement
factors that we report represent lower bound-
ary estimates (19). The observed flow enhance-
ment is most likely caused by the intrinsic
smoothness of the nanotube surface, as predicted
by MD simulations of gas flow through SWNTs
(6, 20–22). In atomically smooth pores, the
nature of gas-wall collisions can change from
purely diffuse (as in the Knudsen model) to a
combination of specular and diffuse collisions
(23), thus leading to observed faster transport.

We found that single-component selectivity
for most of the gases exhibited the expected
inverse-square-root scaling of molecular mass
(Fig. 3, inset) with the exception of hydro-
carbons, whose selectivities were higher. This
result is not surprising for a molecular diffusion
process because it reflects the mass dependence
of molecular velocity (note that the nature of
wall collisions would not affect the mass
scaling). Of all the measured gases, only the
hydrocarbons deviated from this pattern, exhib-
iting a higher selectivity (Fig. 3) in both DWNT

Fig. 2. (A) TEM images of as-grown nanotubes,
prepared by removing them from the silicon
substrate and dispersing them in dimethyl-
formamide. The majority of the carbon nanotubes
are double-walled, as identified in the high-
resolution inset. (B) Pore size distribution, derived
from TEM measurements of the inner diameter of
391 individual carbon nanotubes, reveals an
average pore size of 1.6 nm. The average outer
diameter of these DWNTs is estimated to be 2.3
nm. (C to E) Plan-view TEM images of carbon
nanotube membrane taken with the beam parallel
to the nanotube axis. In (C), the nanotube
membrane shows continuous nitride coating on
the scales examined in this image (È0.2 mm by
0.2 mm). No microcracks or microvoids can be
seen. The bright white spots (circled in yellow) are
carbon nanotube pores, which can be identified
by the surrounding ring-shaped coating of silicon
nitride. For clarity, not all visible nanotubes were
circled. The density of carbon nanotubes is
measured to be È2.5 ! 1011 cm–2 from several
similar TEM images. In (D) and (E), high-
resolution TEM images of selected areas from (C)
show conformal coating of silicon nitride. The
bright white spots in the images have the same
inner diameter as the carbon nanotubes.

Fig. 3. Gas selectivity (defined as
permeability relative to He) data
for sub–2-nm DWNT (triangles)
and MWNT (circles) membranes.
Open symbols denote nonhydro-
carbon gases (H2, He, Ne, N2, O2,
Ar, CO2, Xe); solid symbols denote
hydrocarbon gases (CH4, C2H6,
C3H6, C4H6, C4H8). The solid line
is a power-law fit of the non-
hydrocarbon gas selectivity data,
showing a scaling predicted by
the Knudsen diffusion model (ex-
ponent of –0.49 T 0.01). The
dashed line is a power-law fit of
the hydrocarbon gas data, show-
ing a deviation from the Knudsen model (exponent of –0.37 T 0.02). The inset shows the full mass
range of the nonhydrocarbon gas data, again illustrating agreement with the Knudsen model scaling.

Fig. 4. Air (red) and water (blue) permeabil-
ity as measured for three DWNT membranes
(DW#1, 2, and 3) and a polycarbonate
membrane (PC). Despite considerably smaller
pore sizes, the permeabilities for all DWNT
membranes greatly exceed those of the
polycarbonate membrane.
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We have developed a microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS)–compatible fabrication process
(Fig. 1A) for sub–2-nm nanotube pore membranes.
The process uses catalytic chemical vapor depo-
sition to grow a dense, vertically aligned array of
DWNTs on the surface of a silicon chip (Fig. 1B),
followed by conformal encapsulation of the nano-
tubes by a hard, low-pressure chemical vapor–
deposited silicon nitride (Si3N4) matrix (Fig. 1C).
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
show that our process produces gap-free mem-
branes over the length scale of the whole chip.
The excess silicon nitride is removed from both
sides of the membrane by ion milling, and the
ends of the nanotubes are opened up with reactive
ion etching. The membranes remain impermeable
to both liquids and gases until the very last etching
step; this is further evidence that our fabrication
process produces crack-free and void-free mem-
branes. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
plan-view images (Fig. 2, C to E) of a slice of the
membrane also demonstrate that the silicon nitride
coats the DWNTs conformally and does not
leave any gaps between the outer surface of
the nanotube and the silicon nitride. We also
used the same nitride-encapsulation method to
produce MWNT membranes (16).

To characterize the membrane pore size,
we performed size exclusion measurements
(Table 1) (16) and compared these results with
electron microscopy (EM) data. DWNT mem-
branes passed species with sizes up to 1.3 nm
yet blocked 2-nm gold particles, which suggests
that these membranes have pore sizes between
1.3 and 2 nm. Comparison of the water flow
rates before and during filtration, coupled with
the upper-limit estimate of the flux of 2-nm
gold particles, suggests that less than 0.1% of
the flux through the membrane can be attri-
buted to pores larger than 2 nm (16). These size
exclusion measurements are further supported
by the evidence obtained through EM. The dis-
tribution of DWNTs, as measured by TEM,
revealed an inner diameter average of 1.6 nm
(Fig. 2B). TEM images (Fig. 2C) of the mem-
brane also revealed that the only holes that span
the thickness of the membrane are of a size that
is consistent with the inner diameter distribution
of as-grown DWNTs. A MWNT membrane,

used as a reference, transported colloidal gold
particles with diameters of 2 and 5 nm but
excluded the 10-nm colloidal gold particles, in
agreement with MWNT diameters of 6.5 T 0.5
nm estimated by TEM. This result also suggests
that pore clogging by particles smaller than the
average pore size is unlikely for the solution con-

centrations used in these experiments. We con-
clude that the transport in our samples occurs
exclusively through the inner pores of the carbon
nanotubes spanning the membrane.

The absolute gas flux through our mem-
branes exceeded the flux predicted by the
Knudsen diffusion model. As the dimensions

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of the fabrication process. Step 1: microscale pit formation (by KOH etching).
Step 2: catalyst deposition/annealing. Step 3: nanotube growth. Step 4: gap filling with low-pressure
chemical vapor–deposited Si3N4. Step 5: membrane area definition (by XeF2 isotropic Si etching). Step
6: silicon nitride etch to expose nanotubes and remove catalyst nanoparticles (by Ar ion milling); the
membrane is still impermeable at this step. Step 7: nanotube uncapping (reactive ion etching); the
membrane begins to exhibit gas permeability at this step. (B) SEM cross section of the as-grown DWNTs
(CNTs). (C) SEM cross section of the membrane, illustrating the excellent gap filling by silicon nitride.
(D) Photograph of the open membrane areas; inset shows a close-up of one membrane. (E) Photograph
of the membrane chip that contains 89 open windows; each window is 50 mm in diameter.

Table 2. Comparisons of experimental air flow rates observed for several
DWNT membranes with Knudsen model predictions, and of experimental
water flow rates with continuum flow model predictions. The differences
among the three DWNT membranes are most likely the result of different
numbers of pores opened in the fabrication process. Values for a poly-

carbonate membrane are provided as a reference. Pore diameters were
determined from size exclusion measurements, TEM measurements, and (for
polycarbonate) manufacturer’s specifications. Pore density values are upper
limits, as determined from TEM measurements and (for polycarbonate)
manufacturer’s specifications.

Membrane
Pore diameter

(nm)
Pore density (cm–2) Thickness (mm)

Enhancement
over Knudsen

model* (minimum)

Enhancement over
no-slip, hydrodynamic

flow† (minimum)

Calculated
minimum slip
length‡ (nm)

DWNT 1 1.3 to 2.0 e0.25 ! 1012 2.0 40 to 120 1500 to 8400 380 to 1400
DWNT 2 1.3 to 2.0 e0.25 ! 1012 3.0 20 to 80 680 to 3800 170 to 600
DWNT 3 1.3 to 2.0 e0.25 ! 1012 2.8 16 to 60 560 to 3100 140 to 500
Polycarbonate 15 6 ! 108 6.0 2.1 3.7 5.1

*From (18). †From (26). ‡From (29).
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Fast Mass Transport Through
Sub–2-Nanometer Carbon Nanotubes
Jason K. Holt,1* Hyung Gyu Park,1,2* Yinmin Wang,1 Michael Stadermann,1

Alexander B. Artyukhin,1 Costas P. Grigoropoulos,2 Aleksandr Noy,1 Olgica Bakajin1†

We report gas and water flow measurements through microfabricated membranes in which aligned
carbon nanotubes with diameters of less than 2 nanometers serve as pores. The measured gas
flow exceeds predictions of the Knudsen diffusion model by more than an order of magnitude.
The measured water flow exceeds values calculated from continuum hydrodynamics models by
more than three orders of magnitude and is comparable to flow rates extrapolated from molecular
dynamics simulations. The gas and water permeabilities of these nanotube-based membranes
are several orders of magnitude higher than those of commercial polycarbonate membranes,
despite having pore sizes an order of magnitude smaller. These membranes enable fundamental
studies of mass transport in confined environments, as well as more energy-efficient nanoscale
filtration.

C
arbon nanotubes, with diameters in the
nanometer range and atomically smooth
surfaces, offer a unique system for study-

ing molecular transport and nanofluidics.
Although the idea that water can occupy such con-
fined hydrophobic channels is somewhat counter-
intuitive, experimental evidence has confirmed
that water can indeed occupy these channels
(1, 2). Water transport through molecular-scale
hydrophobic channels is also important because
of the similarity of this system to transmembrane
protein pores such as aquaporins (3). In recent
years, numerous simulations (4, 5) of water
transport through single-walled carbon nano-
tubes (SWNTs) have suggested not only that
water occupies these channels, but also that fast
molecular transport takes place, far in excess of
what continuum hydrodynamic theories would
predict if applied on this length scale. Molec-

ular dynamics (MD) simulations attribute this
enhancement to the atomic smoothness of the
nanotube surface and to molecular ordering
phenomena that may occur on confined length
scales in the 1- to 2-nm range (4, 5). For similar
reasons, simulations of gas transport through
SWNTs (6) predict flux enhancements of
several orders of magnitude relative to other
similarly sized nanoporous materials. Membrane-
based gas separations, such as those using
zeolites (7), provide precise separation and size
exclusion, although often at the expense of

throughput or flux. It may be possible to use
SWNTs to create a membrane that offers both
high selectivity and high flux.

To investigate molecular transport on this
length scale, we need to fabricate a carbon
nanotube membrane that has a pore size of 1 to
2 nm. Researchers have recently fabricated
multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWNT) mem-
branes with larger pore diameters (6 to 7 nm)
by encapsulation of vertically aligned arrays of
MWNTs (8, 9) and by templated growth within
nanochannel alumina (10). Enhanced water
transport through these larger MWNTs has
recently been reported (11). Quantifying trans-
port through an individual tube in a MWNT
membrane is difficult, however, because MWNTs
are prone to blockages, in particular by
Bbamboo[ structures and catalyst particles that
can migrate to and obstruct the nanotube
interior (9, 12, 13). The consequence of such
blockages is a marked reduction of the active
membrane pore density. In contrast, there are
few, if any, reports of Bbamboo[ structure
formation or catalyst migration for SWNTs or
double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs).
However, it is difficult to produce vertically
aligned carbon nanotubes of this size (14, 15). The
major challenges also lie in finding a conformal
deposition process to fill the gaps in this nano-
tube array, as well as in designing a selective
etching process to open up the nanotube chan-
nels without producing voids in the membrane.

1Chemistry and Materials Science Directorate, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550, USA.
2Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of
California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.

*These authors contributed equally to this work.
†To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
bakajin1@llnl.gov

Table 1. Size exclusion tests on DWNT and MWNT membranes and molecular fluxes (per unit
membrane area) of analytes. Values denoted by ‘‘G’’ were derived from the limits of detection for
our concentration measurements when we did not observe any Au particles in the permeate
solution. Differences of three to four orders of magnitude between this limiting value and the flux
of the next smallest species indicate that the given analyte did not pass through the membrane.

Analyte Analyte size
(nm)

DWNT membrane flux
(molecules cm–2 s–1)

MWNT membrane flux
(molecules cm–2 s–1)

Ru2!(bipyr)3 1.3 5 " 1013 5 " 1013

Colloidal Au 1 2 T 0.4 G2 " 109 1 " 1011

Colloidal Au 2 5 T 0.75 G3 " 108 3 " 1010

Colloidal Au 3 10 T 1 Not tested G4 " 107
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Q
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Enhanced flow in carbon nanotubes, 

Mainak Majumder*, Nitin Chopra*,Rodney Andrews†, Bruce J. Hinds*
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SuperFast Water Transport in CNTs
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NOTE: Pressure Gradient  = 1 atm
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Reassessing Fast 
Water Transport 
Through Carbon 
Nanotubes
John A. Thomas and Alan J. H. 
McGaughey*
Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Carnegie Mellon 
UniVersity,
Pittsburgh, PennsylVania 15213
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QUESTIONS 

i. How does water enter/exit the CNTs ?

ii. Are periodic simulations suitable ?                                           
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Holt J.K. et al., Science, 2006, 312, 1034-1037
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Enhanced Flow in Carbon Nanotubes
Mainak Majumder , et al.
Nature, 438, 2005

Measurement of the Rate of Water 
Translocation  through Carbon Nanotubes
Xingcai Qin, et al.
NanoLetters, 11, 2173, 2011

Fast Mass Transport Through Sub-2 Nanometer
Carbon Nanotubes
Jason K. Holt, et al.
Science 312, 1034 (2006)
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Uncertainty Quantification for MD 

Uncertainty quantification (UQ) is the science of quantitative
characterization and reduction of uncertainties in 
applications. It tries to determine how likely certain outcomes 
are if some aspects of the system are not exactly known.

An example would be to predict the acceleration of a human body in a head-on crash with another car: even if we exactly
knew the speed, small differences in the manufacturing of  individual cars, how tightly every bolt has been tightened, etc, 
will lead to different results that can only be predicted in a statistical sense. [...]

...from WikiPedia
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MD of CNT-Water Systems

• The CNT/graphite potential
C – C Lennard-Jones
bond, angle, and torsion terms
(often rigid)

• The water potential
O – O Lennard-Jones 
O – O, O – H Coulomb
SPC/E : Rigid bonds
SPCF   : O – H bond, H – O – H angle 

+-
-

-
-

+

• The carbon-water potential
C – O  Lennard-Jones
(C – H  Lennard-Jones)
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Sources of Uncertainty in MD

• PARAMETRIC: lack of knowledge of the 
appropriate values of the parameters involved in 
the chosen force-field models and truncation 
schemes

• COMPUTATIONAL: finite size of the simulation box and the values of the computational 
parameters used to evolve the MD equations (e.g. integrate Newton’s equations of motion).

• MODELING: inadequacy of the mathematical 
models used to represent the actual system. They 
arise in postulating force-field models to represent 
the inter-molecular interactions

• MEASUREMENT: variability in the values of the experimental properties due to variability in 
experimental set, errors in the measuring equipment, and inaccuracies in the data acquisition 
system.

�LJ(rij) = 4✏LJ

"✓
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�
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Wetting of  Graphite  Sheets  by Water  Droplets

Microscale Water Micro-droplets condensed over 
graphite  in JPL ESEM (Dr. Flavio Noca)

Nanoscale Water droplets  on graphite 
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Simulations :  wetting depends on potentials

Binding energy of a water 
monomer (kJ/mol)
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nt
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t a
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 (º
)
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Binding energy of water (kJ/mol)
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CALIBRATE water-graphite potentials from experiments

86o from experiments

-6.3 kJ/mol

This value reproduces the reported experimental contact angle*

Lennard-Jones potential 
σCO = 0.319 nm, 

 εCO = 0.392 kJ/mol

T. Werder, J. H. Walther, R. L. Jaffe, T. Halicioglu, and P. Koumoutsakos,  J. Phys. Chem. B, 107:1345-1352, 2003.
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BAYESIAN UQ+P  FRAMEWORK
•Bayesian Computational Methods: MCMC and variants

•HPC & Surrogate Models

APPLICATIONS IN MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
- Argon System
- Water-Carbon Interaction
- Water flow in CNTs

Uncertainty Quantification for MD

Angelikopoulos et al., Uncertainty Quantification and Prediction in MD Simulations: an HPC framework, J. Chem. Phys. (in press)
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UQ	  (Water	  Contact	  Angle)	  +P	  (C70	  Hydra5on)

Angelikopoulos et al., Uncertainty Quantification and Prediction in MD Simulations: an HPC framework, J. Chem. Phys. (in press)

UQ P

DATA
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Prediction of PMFs including Computational and Modeling Uncertainty.
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Petros Koumoutsakos: Simulations Using Particles 2013

Further Reading

WWW: 

http://cmm.info.nih.gov/intro_simulation

Textbooks:

Schlick, Chapters 8, 9, 12, 13
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